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Inclusive Education for Prisoners through Gyan Vani Radio
– An Innovative Initiative by IGNOU RC, Nagpur
Prisoners’ education is a universally accepted principle meant to bring change in
their behavior and to make them academically strong. It aims at helping them to
stand on their feet after their release from jail. Across the globe, several initiatives
have been taken up in this direction. In India also, Indira Gandhi National Open
University (IGNOU) has opened special study centres for prisoners in jails. As a
positive gesture, IGNOU has extended free education for prisoners since 2010. The
students are provided with self-instructional study material. As IGNOU follows
multiple media instruction methodology to deliver instruction to its students, regular
“Phone in Radio Counselling” sessions are also conducted for the students. In
“Phone in Radio Counselling” session, the students, from their own place, listen to
the radio classes conducted and aired through IGNOU’s educational radio channel
Gyan Vani. While listening to the programme, if they have any doubt, they call the
Gyan Vani studio to talk to the teachers in the studio and clarify their doubts or seek
further clarification in the lesson. However, this call back facility is not available for
jail students, as they do not have access to phones in jail. So, they are deprived of this
educational facility. Even though prison radio is available in some developed
countries, they are managed by prisoners only. While at some places there is facility
of “community radio” within the jail premises. But no reports are available about any
phone in facility available for the prisoners, anywhere in the world.

“ For good ideas and
true innovation, you
need human
interaction, conflict,
argument, debate.”
- Margaret Heffernan

Editor:
Dr. Sujata Santosh
Editorial Team:
Dr. O. P. Sharma
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit
Dr. Moumita Das

Experts at GyanVani Nagpur Studio Inaugurating the Mediated Phone in Radio Counselling for
Student Prisoners of Nagpur Central Jail: Dr. P Sivaswaroop, Smt. Rani Bhosle (Jail Superintendent)
and Shri Yogesh Desai DIG Prisons Eastern Region Govt. of Mahar
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To circumvent this difficulty and with an aim to provide this “inclusive” educational facility for the
student prisoners, without compromising the jail security issues, an innovative and creative method
is adopted by the IGNOU Nagpur Regional Centre at the Gyan Vani Nagpur channel for the benefit
of the jail inmates who are also IGNOU learners. To implement this, the jail authorities were
requested to provide FM Radio to the IGNOU students in the prison and permit them to assemble
during the radio programme timings. Fortunately, the jail authorities agreed to this request.
Whenever the programme is aired, while the teacher in studio talks, the student prisoners are
provided an FM radio and they listen to the radio lesson. If they have a doubt or cannot understand
the topic, they write their doubt/ point on a paper and give it to the IGNOU Jail Coordinator. The
Jail Coordinator then immediately comes to the Jail Office and calls from the office phone to the
Gyan Vani Studio and conveys the doubt/ point of clarification needed by the student prisoners. The
teacher in the Gyan Vani Studio then clarifies the doubt and explains the point raised by the student.
The student prisoners in the jail continue to listen to the question and the answer provided by the
teacher on the FM radio.

Student Prisoners of Nagpur Central Jail listening the Radio Programme and taking Notes

In this way, the educational experience available to civil students is also made available to prison
students through this mediated-phone in radio counselling” sessions. Thus, the prisoners also get
equal opportunity to civil students, thus offering an example of “inclusive education”.
This initiative started in January 2019 and is continuing every Tuesday from 9 AM to 10AM. The
subjects covered include BSHF 101, BHDF 101, ESO211 etc. The student prisoners in their feedback
requested that it should cover more other subjects and also should be continued forever.
As Gyan Vani is a public radio, to give more effectiveness, we are intimating to the local students of
that particular subject to listen and interact in the interactive radio counselling, besides the student
prisoners. We do get calls both from prison and also outside students!
Dr. P. Sivaswaroop
Regional Director,
IGNOU Regional Centre, Nagpur
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Ways to Enhance Your Creative Skills
Introduction
Creativity is the ability of an individual to develop something new and original. Creativity leads to
innovation, which is linked to the socioeconomic development of our society. Creativity is the
output of several behavioural traits, which are a combination of convergent and divergent thinking.
It is believed that the inherent creativity in the individuals can be nurtured so that they can
contribute constructively to the overall development of the society. Similarly, if the creativity in
distance teachers and academics is nurtured they can contribute significantly for the development of
Open Distance Learning (ODL). Let us understand more about the behavioural traits of a creative
personality. This will help in identifying those traits in ourselves and enhancing the creative skills in
us.

Who is a Creative Personality?
The characteristics of creative people have been studied extensively to find what sets creative people
apart from not so creative ones. Many research studies in psychology have identified several
attributes that differentiate a creative individual from less creative ones. The following are some
more attributes that are usually found in creative people, who are also successful innovators:






They do things differently.
They discover problems, manipulate problems and discover solutions that have low consensus.
They work in routine for usually only short bursts.
They appear to have low self-doubt when generating ideas, not needing consensus to maintain
certitude in face of opposition.

The prominent attributes of creative individuals are originality, curiosity, imagination, divergent
thinking, wide scope of interest, independence, freedom loving, autonomy loving, open-minded,
heightened perception, aesthetic sense, playfulness, non-conformity, motivation, positive attitude to
work, energetic, and self-acceptance of being different.

How to Enhance Your Creative Skills?
A person who wants to develop creative thinking skills needs to develop the following attributes:
1. An ability to imagine or invent something new.
2. An attitude or the ability to accept change and newness, a willingness to play with ideas and
possibilities, a flexibility of outlook, the habit of enjoying the good, while looking for ways to
improve it.
3. A process of hard work, and continuous work to improve ideas and solutions, by making gradual
alterations and refinements to their works.
4.

To develop creative thinking skills, it is important to change the mindset. But before embarking
on that journey, it is important to understand what blocks one’s creativity.

What are the Blocks to creativity?
There are many barriers to creative thinking. Some of the prominent factors are described below:
1. Mental Block: The foremost block to creative thinking is negative thinking. Many people think
“I am too old for creativity”, or “Creativity is for successful people or artists”. These types of
thoughts limit the person from being creative.
2. Emotional Block: Creativity is not easy and may create uncomfortable situations for the creator.
Sometimes the subject matter might be difficult or people might oppose to the idea. As a result it
could arouse fear or pain. One might get discouraged as a result and quit.
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3. Monetary Issues: One might not be in a position to afford the raw materials needed for your
creativity at the first instance. This might become a limiting factor to creativity.
4. Time factor: One might not have enough time for one’s creative pursuits due to work or personal
issues.
Overcoming these barriers is very important for developing creativity skills. Let us now look at the
different ways that may be used to change the mindset to be more creative.

How to Overcome the Blocks to Creativity
1. Develop Your Imagination: Every human being has imagination. At the basic level, imagination
may be understood as a mental picture. Imagination is a vital need for creativity. If a person is
asked to imagine a bird, a mental picture of the bird will come to her mind. A less creative mind
will have a mental picture of a bird that he has seen in his life. The more creative person will
imagine a bird that would have more details, with enhanced features that perhaps might even
not exist in the everyday world. There are many ways to develop ones’ imagination.



Read books: One of the best ways is to read books on diverse topics. This opens one’s mind to
a world of other people’s imaginations and experiences.



Daydream: Take a break from your daily tasks and spend some time alone and let your
thoughts wander. Remind yourself what you enjoy and think of good things that you might
want to do.



Socialize: Yet another way is to socialize with imaginative people. In this way you would
come learn from them.



Play: Playing relaxes you physically and mentally. It de-stresses your mind. This helps the
free flow of thoughts and imagination.



Travel: Travelling to new places exposes you to new experiences. These experiences help
generate new ideas. Going out in nature or in a new place boost your imagination.

2. Change Your Mindset: Changing the way you think will help you to develop your attitude
towards creativity. Think of positive thoughts. Tell yourself “I can be creative” instead of
“I cannot do this”. You could start thinking like a creative person by telling your mind what a
creative person might tell herself. For example a creative painter might tell herself “I feel happy
when I paint and play with colours when I draw a painting”. If you are aspiring to be a creative
painter, you need to tell yourself the same thing. After that you need to create new hobbies or
start working on your project, thereby reinforcing your thoughts with action. In this way you
can start to change your thoughts, actions and behavior or attitude from negative to more
positive and creative. Slowly you will become more accepting of changes and new things,
typical of a creative personality.
3. Re-engineer your environment: To develop a creative attitude you need to come out of your
comfort zone and constantly strive to challenge yourself. Ask yourself what situations could be
challenging. Ask “If there are monetary challenges, how can I overcome them?” or “How can I
manage my time for my creative pursuits”. Change your environment to enable your creativity
to flourish. Constant and dedicated hard work is needed to develop a creative solution and to
improve it. Be aware of these factors.
Enhancing your creativity skills basically requires the re-engineering of your thoughts towards
training your brain to be more creative. Think about how can you overcome the barriers and set out
on your journey of creativity and innovation.
Dr. Moumita Das
Assistant Director, NCIDE
Email: moumitadas@ignou.ac.in
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IGNOU IIC Conducts the Meeting of its Council
The IGNOU Institution’s Innovation Council (IIC) at NCIDE conducted a meeting of the members
on August 30, 2019 to carry forward the activities of the IIC. The IIC member from the Industry,
Mr. Venu Gopal informed that there are two types of innovation, one social and the other
industrial. He further said that the industrial innovations have a lot of funding opportunities from
the angel investors andventure capitalists. Mr. Rajesh Mukhija, another IIC member from the
Industry, said that there are CSR funds available as well and can add value to social innovations
having the features of cost-cutting, increase in sales, process, scaling of innovations etc.
Mr. Satvinder Singh, IIC member from an
Incubation Centre, informed that many
institutions are working towards supporting
and incubating innovations. The Ministry of
MSE has identified institutions to provide
mentoring to innovative students. The IIC
can approach the MSME, Niti Ayog, NDRC
etc., to identify mentors for its students. He
informed that the mentors get sufficient
amount of money to provide mentoring as
the innovation is routed through the MSME.
For commercialization the DST has a scheme, under which, if approved by the NRDC and now DST
as well, the DST will directly take up the proposal. For Startup programmes the innovators should
approach schemes such as PMEGP, MSME, NSIC, and SIDBI. He further said that the innovators
must be trained on how to develop a business proposal, as most often it is found that this is a weak
point in obtaining funds, although a lot of funds are available. He further said that creation of
awareness about the Government schemes among the innovators is extremely important. He said
that the NSIC will participate in any such seminar to create such awareness organised by IGNOU.
There were discussions with the student
members during which the student IIC
members Ms. Shelly Oberoi and Ms. Dolly
Jamwal presented their ideas on initiating
their own start ups and sought advice from
the experts present in the meeting.
Mr. Satvinder Singh said that ample schemes
are available in the government sector and
they could approach the Ministry of Textiles,
ASPIRE scheme, NSDC, PMKVY, Technology
Business Scheme of MSME, etc. Mr. Rakesh Mukhija said that corporate can be approached that
support the NGOs. Mr. Ajay Sharma and Deepak, both student innovators, and IIC members, were
advised by Mr. Venu Gopal to suitably modify their innovations to suit the industry needs.
Dr. Moumita Das
Assistant Director, NCIDE and
Convener, IGNOU IIC
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IGNOU IIC organises a One day Workshop on
Creative and Innovative Teaching through ODL
The IGNOU Institution’s Innovation
Council (IIC) organised a “One-day
Workshop on Creative and Innovative
Teaching through ODL” on September 24,
2019. The objectives of the Workshop were
to create awareness about creative
teaching and innovation in the ODL
system with an aim to inculcate
innovative thinking among the students
using various models. The participants
included the faculty members from eleven
Schools of Studies and three Divisions. Professor Prabir Kumar Biswas, an eminent Psychologist
and Educationist and Professor in STRIDE was invited as the expert resource person. In the sessions
conducted by him, the creative aspect of the faculty members in their teaching-learning methods
were discussed. He emphasized that the teaching-learning material needs to be creatively designed
keeping in mind the 21st century skills: Critical thinking, Creativity, Collaboration and
Communication skills (4Cs). He emphasized that it was time to change from Self Learning Material
(SLM) to Self Working Material (SWM) to Self Skilling Material (SSM). The Unit should have
Learning Objectives that encompass the Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor domains. He further
explained that objectives of a Unit should be formulated in such as way that it incorporates all the
four components: Audience (A), Behaviour (B), Condition (C), and Degree (D); the ABCD of
objectives.
Several innovative pedagogical and technological
tools were highlighted, such as Mini-Projects,
Universal accessible Language, Seminars in Study
Centre, Structured Viva Voce, Web-based Portal,
QR Code, TED Lectures, Real World Learning,
Use of More Colour for Memory Enhancement,
Use of Design Thinking in Projects, Stealth
Assessment, Learning Video Diary etc. A
discussion was held on developing Creative
Assignments. Prof. Biswas said that there are
diverse perceptions among the teachers who develop assignments, students and evaluators
regarding the assignment questions and there is a need to minimize diverse perceptions in
evaluation of assignments by providing clear guidelines on how to approach the assignment to
respond and the word limit. He asked the participants to reflect on this and come up with creative
solutions. He asked the participants to reflect on the question “Can you use assignment for Learning
Purposes?”
The participants were highly satisfied with the workshop. Dr. N. Ramya, SOSW said “The workshop
was very informative and interesting with activities. Looking forward for such workshops in future
from NCIDE”. Another participant, Dr. Grace Don Nemching, SOEDS said “I found the workshop
very effective and have learned many innovative ideas from the other faculty present and from the
resource person Prof Biswas. Thank you for organizing the workshop.”
ENNOVATE
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Dr. Moumita Das
Assistant Director, NCIDE and
Convener, IIC

IGNOU IIC Participates in the First Festival of Innovations
Organised by MHRD’s Innovation Cell

The Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) Innovation Cell (MIC), on its Foundation
Day, on September 11, 2019 celebrated the First Annual Innovation Festival at the AICTE
Headquarters, New Delhi, where the MHRD Minister, Mr. Ramesh Pokriyal was the chief guest. The
MIC invited IGNOU IIC to be a part of the celebration as the IIC is associated with MIC through the
Institution Innovation Council, an initiative by the Ministry of HRD. The Convener of IGNOU IIC,
Dr. Moumita Das attended the event.
On this occasion the MHRD Minister said that innovation is indeed the key to progress. He
encouraged teacher innovators and expressed the wish that the next MIC innovation awardee should
be a teacher. He urged the present representatives of IICs to take up the Protsahan Mudra Scheme
along with the SIH 2020, ARIIA 2020 and IIC 2.0 with earnest in their respective institutions. He
emphasized that India has more than 30 crore students. Their talents have to be harnessed and there
is a need to connect them to innovation to benefit the poorest of the country. He highlighted the
importance of the newly established National Research Foundation (NRF) in the development of
research in the country. He said that innovation should be connected to all schemes towards a
Shrestha Bharat. The major takeaway of the Programme is as follows:
1. Awareness about innovation should be generated among the faculty and students of IGNOU.
2. Innovations at IGNOU should be connected to all the government schemes and organizations.
3. More and more students of IGNOU should be involved in this innovation movement of the
government by guiding them to participate in various events in the country related to
innovation.
4. Startups at IGNOU should be initiated for the innovative ideas of faculty members and students
Dr. Moumita Das
Assistant Director, NCIDE and
Convener, IGNOU IIC
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Two-Day Training Workshop on
Creation and Integration of Video Snippets in Web-based Instruction
The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE) organized two-day training
workshop for the faculty members of IGNOU on “Creation and Integration of Video and Snippets
in web-based Instruction” on September 17 and 18, 2019, at the Conference Room, NCIDE, IGNOU.

The main objectives of the two-day training workshop were to provide exposure to the IGNOU
faculty members on creation and integration of video snippets by using open source software; and
also, to provide hands on training to the IGNOU faculty about use of video snippets for teachinglearning purposes. The workshop is second in the series of workshops being conducted by NCIDE
on creative Use of ICT Tools for teaching-learning and providing web based academic support for
the benefit of the learners. Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma, Director, NCIDE said that audio and video is
an essential component of the ODL. He mentioned that it is very important to use these tools to
reach out to the distance learners. Dr. Sujata Santosh, coordinator of the workshop mentioned that
widely available technology tools can be used for developing video snippets and providing
enhanced web support to the distance learners. She mentioned the need for planning before
developing video snippets. Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, co-coordinator of the workshop highlighted the
importance of design thinking in developing the video snippets and guided the participants how to
use design thinking for developing learner centric video snippets. Dr. Sujata Santosh, Assistant
Director, NCIDE and Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit, Deputy Director, NCIDE were also the resource persons
for the workshop.
The participants who attended the workshop represented various schools of IGNOU. The
participants ideated and learnt how to plan, design, and develop video snippets from scratch. They
learnt about the freely available tools and how these tools can be used for designing and
developing video snippets for promotion of their programme. The main focus of the workshop was
on providing hands on training to the faculty members about the creative use of freely available
tools for designing, developing and implementing video snippets. The participants felt that they
needed more time to experiment and innovate on applying the tools learnt for developing video
snippets. The participants gave the feedback that more such workshops are required to facilitate
the faculty members in the University.
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Dr. Sujata Santosh
Assistant Director, NCIDE & Workshop Coordinator
and
Dr. Jyotsna Dikshit
Deputy Director, NCIDE & Workshop Co-coordinator

INNOVATION CLUB@RC COCHIN
Interview Skills for Employment in Banking Sector
The Innovation Club@Regional Centre, Cochin held a lecture, identified as Enrichment session, on
the topic “Interview Skills for Employment in Banking Sector”, on 24th September, 2019.
Shri. Suneed S, Dy. General Manager & Branch Head, IDBI Bank, Ernakulam was the Resource
Person for the monthly lecture. The session was attended by around 40 learners including the staff at
RC Cochin. Dr. J. S. Dorothy, Regional Director, IGNOU Regional Centre, Cochin introduced the
resource person. As an innovative practice, Innovation Club@Regional Centre, Cochin, organises the
monthly lecture identified as Enrichment session under Innovation club coupled with Grievance
Redressal session as it would enable the learners to take home some message besides resolving their
grievances. The activity is coordinated by Shri. K. K. Joseph, AR and Shri. Mohammed Ansar, AEDP.
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Shri. Suneed S, traced the existence of two type of banks- Public sector banks and Private sector
banks in the Indian context. He shared how the bank has become a super stall beyond lending and
moved into Insurance, mutual funds and other banking products. With the digital initiative of the
Government, Artificial Intelligence Platform tracking how the money is spent by an individual or any
identity holding a bank account, banking has become a mandatory event. Differentiating the process
of recruitment in public sector banks (which is based on records, process oriented, fair charge of
existence, outsource to IBPS) and private sector (which is customer choose with the target of
addressing cream of customer) Shri. Suneed S mentioned that sales-oriented marketing jobs besides
grievance redressal are the common job opening in private banking sector. He explained how five
banks (Canara Bank, Syndicate Bank, Corporation Bank, Vijaya Bank and Bank of Karnataka) started
in Mangalore and after liberalization how the Banking Sector have expanded and became an
integrated part in an individuals’ life. Shri. Suneed S, shared the following requisites to be prominent
in an individual for attending the Interview for a job in the Banking Sector:







Knowledge of the domain (Subject matter)



Development in banking sector (Artificial Intelligence, payment solutions like QR Code, efforts to
reduce footfall)





Business ethics (banking as a business vis-a-vis as a service)




Knowledge about place of origin, place of birth, current existence



Formal dress code to present oneself as it reflects one’s personality (avoid flashy clothes, body
parts exposing clothes, dress which make somebody to look back again)



Ability to lead the interviewer to the area of interest of self (do not argue or over emphasis but

Soft skills
Terms of banking earlier known
Knowledge of jargons used in Banking
History of the banking sector with special reference to the specific bank which has called for the
interview.

Common view about an individual
Ability to be genuine in answering questions (do not beat around the bush and admit when you
do not know the answer)
Showcasing the strength and weakness of an individual (with assurance to improve the weakness
and not over exaggerating while describing the strength)

ENNOVATE

answer to the point without touching any controversial subject/ideological point)



General awareness of the happening during the last six months (this is essential because banking
is a business and so business has t run with latest information)

On a concluding note, Shri. Suneed S, mentioned that he had travelled as a Banker with an
experience in both Public Sector and Private Sector bank and was available to share basics on
financial literacy to the IGNOU learners. Dr. Sindhu P. Nair, ARD then briefed about the Placement
and Alumni initiatives besides a short awareness about the reduced use of plastic being undertaken
at the Regional Centre Cochin. Dr. V.T. Jalajakumari, ARD gave a brief about the procedure to access
SWAYAM platform and register for a course using the easiest way of access through a Gmail
account. Dr. J. S. Dorothy, Regional Director shared inputs pertaining to Skill Development
programmes available with the Central Institute of Fisheries Department (CIFT), Cochin and MOOCs
programme available in the SWAYAM portal with the learners. As an innovative practice, learners
from amongst the participants shared their feedback about the session and thanked the resource
person. The session came to an end with Dr. S. Vijayaragavan, ARD proposing the vote of thanks to
all present.
Dr. J. S. Dorothy
Regional Director,
IGNOU Regional Centre Cochin

Innovation Club@IGNOU

Presentation on ‘An innovative Programme on Urban Planning and Development’
A meeting of the Innovation Club was held on 30th September, 2019 at the Conference Room,
NCIDE, IGNOU. In the meeting there was a presentation on “An innovative Programme on Urban
Planning and Development” by Prof. Nehal Farooquee, SOEDS, IGNOU, followed by a discussion.

Dr. Sujata Santosh, coordinator InnovationClub@IGNOU, welcomed the members and participants
and initiated the meeting. Dr. Oum Prakash Sharma, Director, NCIDE addressed the members and
said that the innovation club provides a platform we learn about initiatives which are new, different
and innovative in some way.
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Prof. Farooquee said that the programme on Urban Planning and Development aimed to provide
opportunity to the learners to deepen their knowledge and understanding about urban planning
and development. The programme also intended to expand capacities of the working urban
development professionals and elected representatives of Urban Local Bodies on various theoretical
and practical aspects of urban planning and development. He mentioned that an innovative
approach was adopted in designing and planning the programme. He pointed out that as the nature
of this programme necessitated for an interdisciplinary approach right from the very beginning, and
hence, experts were identified from different fields, background and departments. He further
elaborated that a unique approach was adopted as it is not a traditional discipline, it is an
interdisciplinary subject based on emerging issues and challenges of our society aimed at meeting
the development goals. The programme is a unique component of project work based on practical
experience. He mentioned that the programme has innovative components in urban ecology which
includes topics such as urban heritage; water bodies, water ways and wetlands; and open spaces.
Challenges such as growth of urbanization, increasing industrialization, modernization/
globalization, and climate threat make it necessary to give importance to the topic on cultural
heritage. Prof. Sasidhar who is also co-coordinator for the programme mentioned that a request was
made to the DMRC and as a result the programme got full sponsor ship by the DMRC for its
employees. He also mentioned that case studies are also made part of the programme so that the
learners can co-relate it with his/ her own context and situation. Dr. Sharma suggested that there
should a training programme designed for the cousellors as the counsellors in the field are few. This
training material could be in the form of a handbook or in a virtual mode. The meeting ended with a
thanks to all.
Dr. Sujata Santosh
Asstt. Director, NCIDE &
Co-ordinator InnovationClub@IGNOU

NCIDE
The National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education (NCIDE) was established in December
2005. It is a facility for promoting, supporting, re-engineering and disseminating innovations in
Open and Distance Learning (ODL) system. The NCIDE is a ground for nurturing bright and
inquisitive minds whose ideas and explorations are expected to revolutionize the ODL system to
suit the needs of Gennext. The Centre's goal is to develop a culture of continued search for new and
innovative solutions to offer seamless education for all, achieve cost efficiency in its operations and
provide borderless access to quality education and training.
We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this e-newsletter. We also welcome your
contributions for the future issues. Please send us your emails at: sujata.santosh@ignou.ac.in or
ncide@ignou.ac.in
For more information please contact:
National Centre for Innovation in Distance Education
Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan, New Academic Complex
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi -110068
Phone: 011-29536413, Fax: 011-29536398
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